
Toblerone moves mountains to lose weight 

The slightest change to the distinctive bar was bound to be noticed 
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Few treats are as distinctive as a Toblerone. Its triangular packaging and row of chocolate peaks are 

so easily identifiable that the company has successfully trademarked them — a rare honour in the 

confectionery world. Earlier this year, the UK high court denied a similar request from Nestlé, saying 

the four-finger KitKat shape was not unusual enough. 

So why on earth did Toblerone, which is owned by US snackfood group Mondelez, try to mess with 

perfection? Instead of the usual closely packed prisms, the bars had large gaps between the 

triangles.  

Customers replying to the post on Facebook announcing the change have been scathing. Richard 

Cristiano Tamerighi wrote: “[It’s] just plain dumb changing the trademark shape of your flagship 

product. If you were really that concerned about Toblerone customers you would have consulted 

them.” Michał Tat wrote: “This must be up there with the dumbest corporate decisions of all time. 

You have a somewhat premium chocolate bar which is very well known for its distinctive shape, and 

to save money you change the shape? Now you have a premium-priced product that looks like a 

weird knock-off of itself.” 

Mondelez blamed the change on higher costs, saying the new shape allowed it to reduce the weight 

without changing the packaging. The weight of the 400g bars has been reduced to 360g and the 170g 

bars to 150g. 

In a Facebook post, the company said: “We carry these costs for as long as possible, but to ensure 

Toblerone remains on-shelf, is affordable and retains the triangular shape, we have had to reduce 

the weight of just two of our bars.” 

British customers immediately linked the change to the UK vote to leave the EU. The fall in the pound 

since then has already been blamed for planned price increases to British products including Walkers 

crisps and Marmite spread. But Mondelez insisted the change was due to the 2015 rise in the value 

of the Swiss franc, which put up production costs, and was unrelated to Brexit. 

Toblerone is far from the first manufacturer to cut product weights to avoid rising prices. Hershey 

drew criticism for shrinking the weight of its Reese’s Peanut Butter Cups while selling them for the 

same price. But the Toblerone story stands out because the company has tampered with something 

so visible about its product.  

The practice of using weight changes to avoid price rises is so common that it has a name — 

“shrinkflation” — and a bag of marketing tricks attached to it. Apparently, customers are less likely to 

notice a change in package depth than in height or width, because it looks the same on the shelf. 

But this strategy can backfire: Mission Foods was called out by consumers in 2009 when it first cut 

the number of tortillas in a pack from 10 to eight and then touted the return to 10 saying “Now with 

two extra tortillas!” 

I think there may be another strategy coming. With all the concerns over obesity, how long before 

someone advertises a smaller package as “now with less calories”? 
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